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Trees in Istanbul

Thomos Arenizen

A City of Planes
Outside the Bayezid Mosque in Fatih, I am greeted by an elegant elder stretching his long limbs toward

me. He is about 375 years old and almost 8 meters around the waist. Not entirely innocent of ironic

playfulness, he says:

“Welcome to Beyaz1t Square, built on the third hill of Istanbul. I am one of the many silent

witnesses of history, my dear friend.”

Sitting on top of the Forum of Theodosius — between the main entrance of Istanbul University, the

mosque, and the bazaar — this aging creature knows much more history than I do, having observed all

sorts of human kalabalik. But, as he tells me, he keeps quiet about it. While his complexion is spotty,

partly covered by moss and lichen, his leaves remain freshly green; he is reaching out, it seems, in a

counter-clockwise twist, as if to say that his time — arboreal time — is a different time than the one

insistently ticking in our modern human heads.

At the current moment in time, this old plane tree (rinar) is named after the poet Hiiseyin Avni Dede, a

human whose crown consists of a gray long flowing beard and mane, and who has allegedly spent almost

forty poetic years at the foot of the tree. But the plane must have donned other names and greeted many

a human before me and the poet. He speaks silence.

None of us knows what the Hiiseyin Avni Dede plane is thinking — although I am guessing that the poet

has a hunch. In any case, he is just one of the several trees given a voice, with some support from the

Istanbul municipality. This city takes trees seriously. Not least plane trees, which overlook most of the

urban palaces, parks, and mosques, connecting eras and ages, religions and realms.

To Ottoman people, planes connoted holiness, greatness, longevity, strength, and majesty, but the roots

of human-plane connection stretch even deeper into history. The Hiiseyin Avni Dede pair — the bearded

human and the old plane — grow out of a longstanding tradition in these parts, an ancient affinity between

people and planes. According to the Greek historian Herodotus (5th century BC), King Xerxes I fell in

love with a plane as he was passing through Asia Minor: “Xerxes came upon a plane-tree, to whom for

her beauty he gave adornment of gold, and he ordered one of his ‘immortal men’ to guard her.” (7.31)
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In Theodore Prodromos’ twelfth-century Byzantine novel Rhodant/ae andDosi/eles, the male hero bemoans

his beloved, who resembles a plane tree. Assuming she is dead, he exclaims: “Alas, Rhodanthe, where is

the springtime of your youth, the cypress of your fair figure [...] the ivy of your locks (that strange

adornment) which weaves around your head as if around a plane tree?” (6.291-295).

In the early Byzantine period, John Moschos tells of a holy man. His name was Adolas, and he apparently

loved a plane so much that he settled in the hollow of the tree. There he lived a bearded life, in the middle

ofThessaloniki (SpiritualMeadow 70), not unlike that of Hiiseyin Avni Dede one and a half millennium

later. Another legend relates that a Sufi master used to meditate in the hollow plane by the Atik Valide

Mosque in Uskiidar, and similar stories are known from the Persian world as well. Planes are hospitable;

their ability to open up their trunks, While still alive, grants hollow and hallowed spaces for peaceful

1'6U‘eats .

Not all plane residents are bearded,

however. The old Marian shrine of the

Life-giving Spring lies just beyond the

Byzantine city walls. According to the

legend, this important pilgrimage church

was erected where a healing spring gushed

forth in the middle of a grove during the

early Byzantine period — only few years

before John Moschos’ plane welcomed its

human dweller into its trunk. The current

church structure is fairly recent, and so are

the patriarchal tombs in the cypress shade.

But the spring (hagiasma) may be the same

— if a spring is, indeed, ever the same. The

water pours forth, clear and fresh. And

outside the chapel that is built around the

Handkerchiefs and flower tied to a tree in sign of devotion spr1ng, another lltt chapel Inhablts the

courtyard: a plane tree. This plane has

opened a crack in its womb. Within it dwells an icon of the most holy Theotokos. Candles and incense
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may be lit in front of it. It is a living, growing chapel, one veritably theotokian, a chapel that buds each

spring.

Devotes at Eyiip Sultan Mosque

Outside the Eyiip Sultan Mosque, young boys

and women are praying standing, bending

gently, as if a Wind is slowly swaying them.

Inside the Abu Ayyub al-Ansari Mausoleum, a

white leaf has been framed and put on display.

The sign reads: “The leaf of the tree, which is

planted by Prophet, Hz. Muhammed.” But it is

outside that the crowds gather. In the

courtyard, where an ablution fountain would

otherwise have been located, a plane tree rises

from the fenced platform, and the faithful have

assembled around it. Its leaves are green. It

grows from a sacred spring. “A spring from

which those nearest to God shall drink,” says

the plaque. Plane trees come with blessings.

What they ponder in their silence, God only

knows, but I cannot help thinking that this one, with its slightly inclined posture, is also participating in

prayer.

Beyond the Plone

The first tree that I encountered upon arriving in Istanbul was no plane tree at all. I-Iis name was Namm

Hikmet. Hikrnet is neither a mystic nor a devotee, but a modernist poet. He thinks with trees, writes

with trees, sings With trees. This is the poem that came to me:

My head is a foaming cloud, inside and outside I’m the sea.

I am a walnut tree in Giilhane Park in Istanbul,

an old walnut tree with nots and scars.

You don’t know this, and the police don’t either.

I am a walnut tree in Giilhane Park.
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My leaves sparkle like fish in water,

my leaves flutter like silk handkerchiefs.

Break one off, my darling, and wipe your tears.

My leaves are my hands — I have a hundred thousand hands.

Istanbul I touch you with a hundred thousand hands.

My leaves are my eyes, and I am shocked at what I see.

I look at you, Istanbul, with a hundred thousand eyes

and my leaves beat, beat with a hundred thousand hearts.

I am a walnut tree in Giilhane Park.

You don’t know this, and the police don’t either.

(transby R. Christie, R. McIae é’ T. S. Halman)

Hikmet wrote this poem in exile, his head foaming in the winds of Istanbul memories, torn perhaps

between love and fear. Recurrently persecuted for his communist views, the poet had been imprisoned

by the Turkish police before, but he remains a living presence, an unseen observer in the heart of the city,

a hundred thousand leaves that watch and touch and pulsate as the streams of people pass him by, the

fluttering of handkerchiefs. He is a walnut tree. He is, like Hiiseyin Avni Dede, a silent witness to the

atrocities and ecstasies of human kalabalik.

Days later I would travel to the island of Prinkipos/Biiyiikada, where the powerful were once confined.

From the harbor, I walked up the steep hill in the sunny Marmara air, passed the wooden orphanage, a

few cows and a goat, before I climbed up the even steeper hill to St. George of the Bells Monastery. This

holy place, beautifully situated on the island’s summit, is a pilgrimage site that attracts both Christian

and Muslim believers. A true pilgrim here is supposed to walk barefoot, in silence.

I had kept my shoes on. As I slowly ascended the mountain, the smell of pine reached me; I was

surrounded by trees — conifers, but also olives, pears, and others. Up here, beyond the lofty planes, the

trees were smaller. But they were all dressed up — in fabrics. Long threads of yarn, in red, white, and

yellow, appeared first along the path, then socks and ribbons, facemasks, headbands, sheets of plastic,

shoelaces and strings, cotton belts (I think), bandannas, and myriad unidentifiable White pieces of textile

— every single thread was a prayer, borne up by a forest of branches and stems, moved by the wind. The

last saplings along the pilgrimage route stood only meters away from the monastery, and yet they never
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arrived in its sanctuary; they were busy carrying prayers. And thus, it was as though the bosk itself formed

a sanctuary, a space of ceaseless prayer.

Having visited the church, I pulled out my handkerchief from my pocket and tied it to a pine.

Handkerchiefs and cloths hanging on a pine tree outside the Monastery of St. George of the Bells in
Biiyiikada

This was I pondering while wandering through Giilhane Park, among glittering schools of fish, walnuts

scattered on the ground, under gnarly crowns. What had I been praying for? Toward what aim had I tied

my handkerchief to a branch? What were the women at Eyiip praying for? Or the young boys in front of

the sacred plane? \X/hat are all these whitening pieces of cloth fluttering high above the Marmara Sea

praying for? I was not sure. I am not sure. I shall never be sure. To be honest, I know as little about prayer

as I know about the inner lives of trees, but for some reason this form of arboreal prayer intuitively made

sense to me. Sometimes we pray for an ailing grandmother, it is true, but eventually the prayers bleach in

the sun and become quieter prayers. Perhaps what we hope for in the hollow of our speechlessness, as we

lend the body of our prayers to boughs and branches, is some sort of resonance? The deep chorus of our

supplications, I thought, amounted to a wafting silence, a longing for communion. Perhaps this was what

Sufis and Christian mystics, poets and prayerful people — and even a cat I saw in an Istanbul plane tree —

were all aching to find: their hearts beating with the leaves of trees? Perhaps in this affinity, which cuts
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through religious and cultural boundaries, across grand sweeps of history, may reveal a slight treeness in

us?

Perhaps. I don’t know. And the police don’t either.

A note of gratitude

In addition to the trees, I would like to thank the Swedish Research Institute for the scholarship and the possibility

to work in Istanbul, Olof Heilo and Anders Ackfeldt for hosting me, other guests for great company, and Ivana

]evtic and ANAMED fellows for exploratory fun. My tree studies are part of the research project Beyona' the Gara'en:

An EeocriticalApproach to Early Byzantine Christianity (2018-01130) funded by the Swedish Research Council.

Church History. He is currently working as a researcher

in Greek philology at Uppsala University, where he is

conducting the research project Beyona' the Gara'en: An

EcocritieaiApproach to Early Byzantine Christianity. His

research focus is placed on ecological questions in early

Christian poetry and devotional literature.

His publications include The Virgin in Song: Mary and

the Poetry ofRomanos the Melodirt (2017) and Byzantine

Tree Life: Christianity ana' the Arhoreal Imagination

(2021, with Virginia Burrus 8C Glenn Peers)
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